The challenge for instructors is to continually audit and structure educational methodologies supporting the students towards utilizing the instruments meaningfully and within a characterized learning experience, proceeding to assist students to become active members and authors of their own personality and inventiveness. Instructors need to locate the best use of digital media innovation, giving students each preferred position towards arriving at a universal perspective.
• The digital organization will eliminate the need for handwriting the lectures when all the students will get all the materials and will have the option to process them on a constant premise and work intelligently. If a technology adds to better understanding, remembering, knowing, or utilizing any substance, it merits actualizing and considering, regardless of whether it assumes important changes in academic activity. Simulators and instruments are viewed as learning tools that use technology or the internet so as to encourage the learning procedure, for example, cell phones, computers, tablet PCs, projectors, or electronic books
Conclusions

Results, implementation

- Digitization has no doubt changed the education system, yet we can't state that it has lessened the estimation of our old-time classroom learning. Online examination stages have limited the frivolous utilization of paper, directly binding the cutting down of trees. Neither do we need something so extremely valuable to turn into dust. The best part about the digitization of education in the 21st century is that it is joined with the parts of both; online learning strategies and classroom learning. Digitization in education has additionally ended up being the correct technique for sparing assets.
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